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The Larry Frazer, W4SUS Award  

Committee has chosen, John, K3NNI as the next 

recipient. John has been a long time member of The Hit 

and Bounce net. He always brings a high level of 

operating skill and knowledge to the net. His CW 

sending and receiving are excellent. 

 

Congratulations John, may you use the W4SUS paddle 

with pride. 

 

Award Committee K8LJG, N3DE and WA3UNX 

 

HBN Manager’s Comments 
The kennel was buzzing in November. Fifty-five 

different stations  (QNI 677)  brought 644 pieces of 

traffic and cleared 635.  Average time per session 39.6 

minutes, the longest being 78 minutes.  Seems like old 

times!  Congratulations to all arfers and the NCS’ for 

clearing the “traffic jams”!  Your dedication and hard 

work is much appreciated. 

Our top hounds for November who listed 10 or 

more are NG1A 122, K2BCL 84, W8RTN 66, 

KA8WNO 54, WX4H 40, K8LJG 33, N4ABM 32, 

AA4AT 23, KB8ZYY 22, K8KV 15, WA4DOX 15, 

KK3F 14, WD8DHC 13 and KA5NNG 10.  Thanks to 

the above and everyone who helps to make it work. 

New stations in November- KG4OTL, Andrew 
VA;  K3MT,  Mike VA and K4WKT,  C C in NC. 

Check your stats.  I lost my old Works program, 

and the new one doesn’t speak my language.   After 

calculating by using the program and getting three 

different totals, I went back to the basics and did it 

manually. Hi.       

Survey- HBSN and HBN arfers, please take a few 

minutes to fill out the  form on page 7.  Your input is 

most welcome.   

AB4E is on full time oxygen now and nebulizer. He 

is still making daily trips to the hospital for therapy.        

    

Happy Holidays!  Happy Holidays!  Happy Holidays!  Happy Holidays!  Enjoy the season.   

73, ARF!  -Sis 
HIT AND BOUNCE SLOW NET 

MANAGER’S COMMENTS 
C.M. (SAM) Shearer, WB5ZJN, Mgr. 

Charles (Chuck) Punzell, N3ON, Asst. Mgr  
 

Twenty-eight stations QNI’ed in the month of 

November, and 155 pieces of traffic were passed. Perfect 

attendance goes to our former net manager Harry, 

W3KOD. Close on his heels were Ad, NR9K (29); Gail, 

K2BCL and Chuck, KX8B (28); Jim, WA3DUH (27); 

Chuck, N3ON, Cid, W3QQ, and Sam, WB5ZJN (26); 

John, VE3DTR (24); Carter, N3AO (23); Sam, KG2HA 

(22); Bill, W2MTA (21); and Fred, NG1A (20). As 

always, if you were able to check in only once, your 

participation is greatly appreciated. HBSN would not 

exist without everyone’s participation. Thank you for 

your continued support.  

Anyone Read This Stuff (III)? Well, yes, at least I 

know of eight people who do. Thanks guys for your 

feedback. Don’t get me wrong, I am not asking this 

question for an “’at-a-boy.” I really do want to know. 

Unless you have been a newsletter editor, you have no 

idea how much work goes into putting even a simple 

letter together, and it is nice to know that someone is 

reading your material.  Sis, our newsletter editor, spends 

hours collating and writing material for the Traffic Call, 

and a little feedback from us makes it a little easier for 

her to crank up the computer and start pounding keys for 

the next issue. Send her information, even if it is just a 

simple one-sentence note.  

Members Profile: In her last newsletter, Sis 

indicated that she is going to resume the member’s 

profile. Now, please fill it out and send it to her – you, 

too HBSN ARF’ers! These make most interesting 

reading. The form is easy to fill out, and you don’t have 

to compose an article. Just answer some simple 

questions. (It is a lot easier than filling out your federal 

census report!)  

Where’s Don? Don, N3COR, has not left us. He has 

been experiencing rig problems and will be away from 

the net for a while. Hope all is well, Don, and, 

remember, if your rig doesn’t work, the first thing to 

check is to make sure it is plugged into the wall. HI!  

Sam’s Antenna: Well, sorry, but I still haven’t 

gotten out to fix my G5RV. Yes, yes, I can just hear you 

now. You are saying, “Promises, promises, promises.” I 
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planned to do it over the Thanksgiving holidays, but 

with family in on Thursday and Friday, an extended 

dress rehearsal on Saturday with the Canton Symphony 

for our holiday concerts which were on Sunday, 

December 1, I just didn’t have time. Then it snowed, 

then it really got cold (8 degrees this morning), then my 

string of end-of –the-semester final rehearsals and 

concerts starting hitting me. (Whine, whine, whine…) 

Anyway, it will get fixed. What did you say? “Yea, 

right!”?   

Seasons’ Greetings: I hope that you all have a 

wonderful holiday, and that the blessings that surround 

this season are poured down upon you and your loved 

ones. May I suggest that we all stop for a moment and 

really listen to the “music” in our life.  Reflect on what 

you have and not on what you don’t have.  Remember 

those that are unfortunate and minister to them in some 

way. Even a simple smile is often enough.  

 

Give thanks… 

for living in this country and pray for those who live 

in fear and oppression. 

for the freedom to worship as you please and pray 

for those who are forced to believe only as their 

government dictates. 

for the freedom to express our views and remember 

that there are those who are put to death by only saying 

they do not agree with their leaders.  

This is great country where freedom is guaranteed, 

human dignity is respected, and, although we’re still a 

“work in progress,” we are a nation of great people 

working (sometimes struggling) toward perfection. 

Perhaps we have not arrived, but we are on the way, and 

the quality of that journey is what we now enjoy.  

…et in terra pax hominibus bone voluntatis. 

  

Arfer news:  Andy, N9KHD, is dropping out of 

traffic nets due to failing vision.  He says he’s not giving 

up CW, just traffic handling.  Maybe we can catch him 

somewhere on the bands for a ragchew.   I’m sure I 

speak for all of us when I say we will miss him on HBN.  

Will, K4IWW was without power for 30 hours 

during the ice storm, but it was restored on Friday the 

6th.  As of that date, he still had no telephone service.  

Hope all is back to normal soon. 

NCS reminder-  Earle, W3JKX, had a problem 

working 14 MHz, but it has been corrected. 

Bob, K3RC  will not be able to QNI many mornings 

for a few months.  He is starting an interim parish to 

which it is a fifty mile drive.  

  

 
 
 

YOU BET YOUR BIPPY, AND OTHER THINGS 
 Mark, W2EAG 

Hello everyone, I have not responded to Traffic Call 

in a long time. Last months, (Nov) issue prompted me to 

do so.  

Our good friend Sam, WB5ZJN, wants to know who 

reads this stuff? Well Sam, I want you to know that I 

have felt that way before too. As most of you know, I 

used to do a lot of writing for TC, and the responses 

were few and far between, not counting our dear Ed. Or 

should I say our Most Hon. Ed.  

Do I read your stuff? The answer is, YOU BET 

YOUR BIPPY I DO, cover to cover. All the contributors 

to these pages do a great job and all of the material is 

good reading.  

Now I would like to respond to several different 

things in the last issue.  

1. Bringing traffic. We have several new members 

in the kennels who may, or may not be "old 

timers" in traffic nets. The question of bringing 

traffic into HBN or HBSN was a good one, and 

Sam’s answer was right on the money. Any way 

that any station can bring traffic into any traffic 

net is encouraged, as it is the bloodstream of 

what we do. We may not be handling as much 

traffic these days as say, back in 1975 or so, but, 

that means that we need to originate more and 

bring them to our nets. So keep them coming, 

and help grease our wheels.  

2. QRL, Is the Frequency in Use? Great stuff Joe, 

and good reading.  My thoughts on this subject 

are that we, (Amateurs) are experiencing a new 

breed in Amateur Radio today who may be less 

educated in protocol, plus the fact that many of 

them do not even know how the radios today are 

set up,  thus they tune up half a Hz below the 

net, or wherever, and don't know they are 

interfering. This is just one example. How to 

overcome it, I don't know.  

3.  Scratchi. This was real fun reading Bill. But, 

one thang botherin me bout it. Don't those boyz 

up there on planut Joopiter knowin, ifn they uze 

zoolu time, they goona get dem messages 

anihow.  

4. I really enjoyed Dale’s Bio. Being an ex Navy 

Radioman, I surely can relate to his different 

billets etc. Good going Dale, you did a great job.  

5. Mike, keep the nostalgia coming with your 

interesting articles of the old days of Morse etc. 

I read them with enthusiasm.  

That’s it from my desk for now. I would like to extend 

the warmest wishes for a Happy Holiday Season to all 

from Sandy and I.  May God Bless all of you.  

73 and ARF. Mark, W2EAG 
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Random Recollections….. Part 2 
- Bill  de W2MTA 

W1NJM had been recovering from some surgery 

and then subsequent fall at his home...now recovering in 

a rehab. facility. Thanks to all who sent him a get well 

QSL card.  

Here's Part 2 of his Random Recollections being 

published, starting in this year's QCWA Journal.  

 
RANDOM RECOLLECTIONS OF AN OLD HAM 
A journalistic history of the life and times in Amateur 

Radio of George Hart, by George Hart W1NJM 

 

Bunch, with Uncle Martin's advice and assistance, 

ran an electric line up to his attic room and from there 

proceeded to run extensions all over the room and down 

the stairs. There was no BX cable, much less Romex, in 

those days. The line from the laboratory to Martin's 

room was two separate wires, and from this room to 

Bunch's attic room ran in channels carved in wood 

strapping along the baseboard and up the stairs.  

When the installation was complete, Bunch 

proceeded to erect a control panel on the wall alongside 

his big iron bed and lines back down the stairs to the first 

three steps. These attached to homemade switches made 

from Meccano parts, one switch on each step. Then he 

placed a board over each switch so that anyone stepping 

on it would close the switch. The wiring was configured 

so that anyone mounting the steps would cause lights to 

light on the switchboard, thus notifying him that 

someone was coming up.  

He planned to add another switch on his board 

which would give the approaching person a jolt of 

electricity if he continued up the stairs without 

permission, but found that the standard house voltage 

was not high enough to penetrate normal shoes. So he 

obtained a standard lead acid storage battery and a 

tungsten charger and used a spark coil to supply the 

necessay voltage. He laid copper screening across the 

first three steps so that pressure would set off the spark 

coil with a voltage high enough to penetrate even rubber-

soled shoes.  

This had the desired effect and gave Bunch 

considerable glee when an intruder (usually one of his 

three brothers, but visiting teenagers as well) was 

subjected to the startling shock. I suspect Bunch had a 

sadistic side to his nature.  

As time went on, Bunch added refinements to his 

setup. He set up three lights at the top of the steps: a 

white one and a red one. When someone wishing to 

enter his domain stepped on the first step,a light would 

go on on Bunch's switchboard, but nothing would show 

at the top of the steps. The second step would show 

either a white light or a red one, depending on how 

Bunch had it set up. If a white light. It meant OK to 

come up. A red light meant keep out. If a red light 

showed and the person stepped on the third step, he 

would received a sharp jolt from the spark coil. Bunch 

could have it set up so it operated automatically, or he 

could operate it manually.  

The former was intended to forbid entry even if 

Bunch was not in his room. But the system had an 

outstanding flaw. One could easily outwit the system by 

avoiding that third step and continue up the steps 

whether the light showed white or red. Bunch eliminated 

this by putting metal screening over all the steps and 

wiring the spark coil to all of them, plus to the metal 

door- knob so that the spark coil would activate when 

the doorknob was turned or could be activated manually 

to shock anyone on any of the steps.  

It was wickedly ingenious. He also wired his bed 

so that he could shock anyone leaning on it (but the high 

voltage would not penetrate the mattress) and various 

chairs and other items of furniture in the room. 

Throughout his teens he exercised complete domination 

of his attic room. Our father who was quite elderly, 

hardly ever ventured up the steep stairs. On only one 

occasion can I remember a visit by him to Bunch's third 

floor domain, subject to be covered later.  

To be continued in part 3.  

 
Another joy from Scratchi, from CQ Magazine 

February 1959 issue- de Bill W2MTA 

Feenix, Ariz.  

Deer Hon. Ed: The Hon. Ruckus are dying down, 

and things are getting back to normal here, but things 

been reel harey here while it lasting. Even Hon. Ant Fuji 

now getting big horselaff out of hole thing, altho it not 

so funny when it happening. It just goes to showing how 

little things like pushing plate switch to going on air can 

reely starting things off in 1/c stile.  

It all starting when, cupple weeks ago, I walking in 

shack, pushing magazines off chair, sitting down, 

grabbing Hon. MIke, and calling seek-you just like 

always. Standing by, and amchoor from back east 

coming back to me say- ing: "Old buddy, ur on the 

Clam, Lobster and Fish Net freakwency. How many 

messages you having, and where they going?" Hon. Ed., 

you could nocking me over with a ten-thousand 

megacycle half-wave antenna, on acct. I not planning to 

sending any messages. I telling him so, and he saying I 

gotta send message, and I saying no wanting sending 

message, but after cupple more argewments I desiding I 

mite as well sending message to Hon. Ant Fuji, who 

alreddy back east and not heering from me for some 

time. So, giving him message: Deer Hon. Ant Fuji -- 

Hope you having fine time in fifty-nine -- no 

resolushuns broken here -- love Scratchi. (cont. pg 4) 
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You not thinking that pretty good message to 

thinking up on spur of moment, Hon. Ed.? I thinking so 

to. Other guy not thinking same likewise as us. No 

indeedy. Back he coming: "Ole boy, observe net regs; 

gimme proper serial number; Ant Fuji's real name; Ant 

Fuji's address; etc. etc." Making me little mad. I going 

back and telling him to forgetting hole idea, on acct. I 

not knowing Ant Fuji's favorite flower, and surely he be 

wanting that next. Back he coming: "No dice, sending 

message as I are asking for it."  

Hon. Ed. he reely are asking for it, but desiding to 

going ahed anyway.. So, starting over again. "Serial 

number one; message to Ant Fuji -- A as in Anthony 

Adverse;  N as in Never the Hon. Twain Shall Meet; T 

as in Hon. Teehouse of August Moon; F as in Forscore 

and Twenty Yeers Ago; U as in You; J as in Joon in 

January; I as in I wonder if You Getting all This OK"; 

then I standing by. Boy are he mad. It are then I knowing 

he having reel good quality rig, on acct. I can heer his 

teeth grinding.  

He finely calming down, howsumever, telling me if 

wanting to use funnyetics ok, but using reel kind, which 

he then proceeding to giving me. Sounding like lineup of 

Greek football teem, so desiding to giving him message 

without funnyetics.  

He getting message next try, or at least that what he 

telling me. After this Scratchi are bit on thirsty side, so 

killing filaments on toobs and going and getting nice 

long drink cacktus jooce to forgettint hole thing. In 

fackly, not remembering much about it until cupple days 

later when getting telegram from Ant Fuji, in which she 

saying "Don't worrying about fire -- stay away from 

Indians -- I'm on my way to help you in your hour of 

need." Reeding it over cupple times, but it still not 

making sense.  

Calling Hon. Telegram office, and they reeding it 

again over fone. Still same message!! I not wondering 

about it long, Hon. Ed., on acct. that afternoon Hon. Ant 

Fuji herself in person riding up in taxi-cab. She rushing 

in and telling me to telling her all about it. When I 

saying all about what, she reeching in purse and bringing 

out postcard on which are message she getting via 

amchoor radio. When I reeding it carefooly I seeing why 

she so disturbed. Here are what message saying: Deer 

Ant Fuji -- Hope you helping -- having fire -- nine more 

revolushuns -- broken hart -- in love -- Scratchi.  

I wanting so much to laffing, but knowing if I 

laffing, Hon. Ant Fuji giving me crack on Hon. Hed, so 

all can do is try to explaneing what happening. She 

thinking Indians are setting fire to ranch in big Indian 

revolushun, but she not figuyouring out how I can being 

in love with broken hart with all the Indians around.  

It not until Hon. Brother Itchi coming home and 

helping explane that finely Hon. Ant Fuji are 

understanding everything. Then she laffing and saying as 

long as coming out to Feenix she mite as well having 

long visit. Which are okey with me on acct. Ant Fuji got 

plenty bux and maybe I can getting new reseever if she 

staying long enuf.  

Howsumever, next time I calling seek-you and 

getting some Hair Net freakwency, I not sending 

message. No indeedy.  

Respectively yours, Hashafisti Scratchi  
 
The Scratchi Story 
In June 1947 readers of CQ magazine first met the 

character Scratchi in a column that would continue for 

some 24 years.  

Hashafisti Scratchi was a fictional ham, either from 

Japan or a Nisei, who wrote letters from "Feenix, Ariz to 

Deer Hon. Ed:" commenting about or lamenting some 

feature of "amchoor radio."  

Scratchi began in Radio magazine as early as 1940, 

when he lived near "Sainted Barbers, Caulif." There was 

a lapse in CQ from 1960 until 1966 when it resumed as a 

regular column until 1971.  

CQ editor, K2MGA, wrote "for many years the 

name Hashafisti Scratchi has been almost synonymous 

with confusion and consternation in amateur radio. It 

seems, too, that whenever the unusual or impossible is 

happening, Scratchi is there helping it happen."  

-de W2MTA     

Scratchi’s no-code license… (see page 6). 

 

 

Treasurer’s Report 
Ole, N4ABM, Treasurer 

 
Balance Nov 19/02    33.89 

Nov25/02  WA4DOX 25 

Dec 3/02        K8GA       20 

Dec 5/02        W3KOD   15 

 

Balance Dec 5/02     93.89 

TC July/02 Expense                          ( 71.42) 

 

Balance Dec 9/02             22.47 

 

Thanks to Obie, Jerry and Harry. 

When making contributions please make checks payable 

to Merritt W. Olson, 12106 Stirrup Rd., Reston VA   
20191-2104 

Do not send contributions to the editor. 
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                  HBN QNI NOVEMBER 

NG1A FRED MA 23 122 

N1DHT GEORGE VT 22 1 

W1KX BILL ME 8 0 

N1OTC JACK MA 18 8 

KWIU MARCIA MA 18 14 

K2BCL GAIL NY 29 84 

WA2CUW TOM NJ 2 0 

W2EAG MARK MA 21 9 

K2GWN JACK NY 3 1 

W2MTA BILL NY 22 6 

WA2YL JAN` FL 5 6 

K2VX DAVID NJ 1 0 

N3DE HARRY MD 6 2 

KK3F PAT MD 25 14 

K3GHH JOHN MD 1 0 

W3JKX EARL PA 15 1 

WA3JXW DUDLEY PA 3 3 

W3KOD HARRY PA 29 9 

K3MIY RON PA 6 3 

K3MT MIKE VA 1 0 

K3NNI JOHN MD 13 0 

N3QA CAL MD 10 0 

K3RC BOB OH 9 1 

WA3UNX DON PA 23 5 

WA3YLO TONY MD 1 4 

N4ABM OLE VA 22 32 

AA4AT ART VA 17 23 

WA4DOX OBIE VA 8 15 

AB4E AB NC 3 0 

W4FRR CHAS VA 2 0 

K4FUM JERE GA 21 3 

WX4H MORT FL 29 40 

K4IWW WILL NC 25 0 

KG4OTL ANDREW VA 2 0 

AF4QZ ADAM SC 1 0 

W4VFJ CHAS NC 2 0 

K4WKT CC NC 1 0 

KA5NNG MIKE AR 21 10 

K5UPN JOE TX 11 0 

KX8B CHUCK OH 27 3 

WW8D TOM WV 5 0 

WD8DHC MIKE WV 8 13 

WD8DIN SIS NC 22 3 

K8KV BEN MI 20 15 

K8LJG JOHN MI 14 33 

AA8PI DON MI 2 1 

W8RTN LEE MI 16 66 

WB8SIW JIM MI 1 0 

KA8VWE WALLY OH 11 2 

KA8WNO JACK WV 28 54 

KB8ZYY RAY MI 6 22 

KB9IOT DAVID WI 6 0 

N9KHD ANDY WI 4 0 

K9PUI DICK IN 1 0 

WØGRW GEB MN 23 1 

 

 
 

               HBSN QNI NOVEMBER 
QNI 391         QTC 155         SESSIONS 30 
 
CALL                NAME        STATE  QNI 

NG1A FRED MA 20 

W1KX BILL ME 10 

K2BCL GAIL NY 28 

KG2HA SAM NY 22 

W2MTA BILL NY 21 

N3AO CARTER PA 23 

N3COR DON WPA 1 

N3DE HARRY MD 5 

VE3DTR JOHN ON 24 

WA3DUH JIM DE 27 

KK3F PAT MD 5 

W3JKX EARLE EPA 4 

WA3JXW DUDLEY EPA 7 

W3KOD HARRY EPA 30 

N3ON CHUCK WPA 26 

W3QQ CID DE 26 

K3RC BOB OH 2 

N3SW SCOTT PA 1 

WA3YLO TONY MD 1 

N4ABM OLE VA 1 

W4VLL VIC VA 1 

WB5ZJN SAM OH 26 

KX8B CHUCK OH 28 

WD8DHC MIKE WV 11 

KO9D VIRGIL IN 1 

NR9K AD EPA 29 

N9KHD ANDY WI 9 

K9PUI DICK IN 2 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

HBN MONTHLY COUNT    

NOV QNI QTC QSP TIME 

1 20 22 24 39 

2 20 21 19 37 

3 11 13 10 16 

4 23 15 15 33 

5 21 21 21 27 

6 22 12 12 27 

7 22 16 16 38 

8 22 21 21 33 

9 23 22 22 55 

10 18 10 10 19 

11 28 29 29 37 

12 24 23 23 30 

13 25 15 15 39 

14 22 17 17 39 

15 26 36 36 78 

16 20 17 17 30 

17 21 10 10 26 

18 22 20 20 38 

19 26 29 29 55 

20 21 18 18 34 

21 23 20 18 40 

22 27 38 38 56 

23 25 29 21 52 

24 17 18 18 35 

25 24 25 25 49 

26 24 31 30 47 

27 21 21 21 30 

28 28 21 22 50 

29 24 21 27 30 

30 27 33 31 70 

 

An exhausted deer hunter out in the 

wilderness stumbled into a hunting camp. "Am I 

ever glad to see you!" said the deer hunter. "I've 

been lost for 3 days."  

"Don't get too excited," the other hunter 

replied. "I've been lost for 3 weeks." 

 

 

 

___________ 
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After years of listening to her plead, a hunter 

finally decided to let his wife come hunting with 

him. He led her into the woods and left her in a 

blind with instructions on what to do when a deer 

came within range. 

He had no sooner arrived at his own blind 

when he heard a shot coming from his wife's 

direction. The first shot was quickly followed by 

several more shots. He immediately ran back to see 

what had happened, only to find a man standing in 

front of his wife with his hands up shouting, "OK 

lady, it's your deer! Just let me take the saddle off!" 

 
 
 

W4SUS AWARD RECIPIENT LIST 
1996 

July-September                            N1DHT  ~ George 

October-December                       KA5NNG ~ Mike 

 

1997 

January-March                             N3DRM ~ Pete 

April-June                                    KA8WNO ~ Jack 

July-September                             W3KOD ~ Harry 

October-December                        NJ4L ~ Gale 

 

1998 

January-March                             AA4AT ~ Art 

April-June                                    WD8DIN ~ Sis 

July-September                             K8LJG ~ John 

October-December                        W2EAG ~ Mark 

 

1999 

January-March                             AB4E ~ AB 

April-June                                    W0GRW ~ Geb 

July-September                             K4MTX ~ Casey 

October-December                        WX4H ~ Mort 

 

2000 

January-March                             WA4DOX ~ Obie 

April-June                                    W2WSS ~ Pete 

July-September                             N3QA ~ Cal 

October-December                        N3DE ~ Harry 

 

2001 

January-March                             N9KHD ~ Andy 

April-June                                    W3JKX ~ Earle 

July-September                             WA2CUW~Tom 

October-December                        K2BCL ~ Gail 

 

2002 

January-March                             WA3UNX ~ Don 

April-June                                    N4ABM ~ Ole 

July-September                             KW1U ~ Marcia  

October-December                        NG1A ~ Fred 

 

2003 

January-March                              K3NNI ~ John 

 
From John K8LJG 

 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Feenix, Ariz.   

January 1995 

 
Deer Hon. Ed:  

It been menny menny years since I right too you, but I here CQ is having a big berthday partee and I wanting you too no I 

am still alyve and kicking. I try too stay acktiv on ham bands, two. I liking too listen too repeeters on two meters, but found it 

much eezier if you hook up radio too the meters. I unnerstand, thow, why they called "repeeters," cause it seem I heer the same old 

stuff being repeeeted over and over.  

Now, I heer on repeeters about pocket radio, and pocket bullet- in boreds. Not making much cents too me. I have trubbel 

putting my keys in my pocket, can't imagine hole bulletin bored.  

Ayway, I tried pocket radio. It OK, but werks much better when I take it out of my pocket. I don't see whut's the big deel.  

Next thing I heer on repeeter is all about code-free ham license. This sound reel good too me, since I am always catching 

codes. So I go down too efceecee, and they tell me I have too go too VE team. Can't unnerstand why I have too go too Kanada for 

USA ham license.  

Finally found hams here in Hon. Yewnited States who give license tests. I tell them I want no-code license, but they say I all- 

reddy have code. I say I come back wenn I'm helthee.  

Then they say no, I donut unnerstand -- I can't get no-code licensee cauze I allreddy have extra license. I say no, this is the 

only license I have butt they insisting its extra license. So I ask man behind me in line if he want my extra license so I can get no-

code license. He starting to explane that with no-code license, yew can only opurrate when yew donut havv a code.  

Butt then the test peepul start yelling if I give man behind me my extra license, they send me to efceecee. I say no need too 

doo that, since I allreddy went too efceecee and they sent me to Kanada.  

I telling yew, ham radio getting very confoosing, suspeshully for old man like mee. So hapee berthday and mebbe I see you on 

the hair.  

Respectively yours, Hashafisit Scratchi  
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HBN SURVEY 2002   Date____/____/______ 
 
Name_____________________________ Call__________ Phone (        )____________ Date of Birth __    /___/___ 
 
Address__________________________________________________________________________Zip___________ 
 
Email:_______________________________________________ 
 

Rig_______________________________________Ant _________________________________________________ 
 
What traffic can you QSP?  (CAN, EAN, etc..) _________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
What other bands do you work?  
______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Other Radio Activities (Nets, Etc.)  
______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Do you find TRAFFIC CALL interesting?  Y (   )_N  (   )    What portions do you like best?  
 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Any portions of no interest?  
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Do you find the net statistics interesting or useful?____________________________________________________ 
 
Would you consider being  NCS or a substitute? ______________________________________________________ 
 
If NCS, what day(s) would be convenient? ___________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
RE: OPERATION OF THE HIT AND BOUNCE NET: 
Any pet peeves about the way it is run?______________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
What is your opinion of the CW used?  Too fast (  )  Too slow (  )     Comments:____________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Any suggestions for Net Control Stations? ___________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
General Comments: _____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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TRAFFIC CALLTRAFFIC CALLTRAFFIC CALLTRAFFIC CALL    
C. L. “Sis” Berry  WD8DIN 

1182 Eastbrook Lane 

Hendersonville  NC  28792-6411 

 

Email:  arfer@hitandbounce.net 

            iconize@yahoo.com 

 

    

    

7042 KHz Daily 8:30 AM Eastern time    *Alternate Frequency 7114 KHz 
Net Manager, Charlotte (Sis) Berry, WD8DIN 

Treasurer, HBN/HBSN, MERRITT W. (OLE) OLSON 
NCS ROSTER 
Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday  Thursday Friday Saturday 
  
W2MTA KA8WNO WA3UNX N4ABM  K3MIY  WD8DIN WA4DOX 
Bill   NY Jack  WV Don  PA Ole  VA  Ron  PA   Sis NC  Obie  VA 

 

*During CW contest congestion on 7042, please use the alternate frequency. 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

3714 KHz Daily 7:30 AM Eastern time 
Net Manager, C.M. (SAM) SHEARER, WB5ZJN 

Assistant Manager, CHARLES (CHUCK) PUNZELL, N3ON 
 

VE3DTR W2MTA NR9K WB5ZJN N3ON WD8DHC N3COR 
John  CAN Bill  NY  Ad  PA   Sam  OH  Chuck  PA Mike  WV  Don  PA 
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